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zodiac
collection
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Our zodiac signs are portrayed through the tangible 
magic that is the female form. They are all hand 
drawn by our beautiful friend and artist, Kaïa Etezadi 
for Deux Lions jewelry. 

Together, we created these handcrafted medallions 
bringing your horoscope to life through the essence 
of a woman as a fierce and powerful goddess. 
She may represent you, or she may represent who 
you choose to have looking over you, guiding you 
from way up in the stars. Every sign comes with a 
description of your horoscope’s soul, researched 
and written by yours truly. Not only did we transform 
your zodiac into a woman, but the medallion is 
reversible with the universal symbol on the flip side, 
making this a truly unisex piece.

Made with love in our studio.

De Montreal, avec amour 

550 $

zodiacs
available in yellow or white gold
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Portrayed through the female form of a confident woman, who’s stoic 
ambition can brace any wave coming her way. The Capricorn soul possesses 
an inner state of responsibility.  She is practical and disciplined, but keeps an 
open heart.

capricorn
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The Aquarius, a giving sign portrayed though the essence of a woman. This 
humanitarian spirit offers the world her vision and inventive intellect, her 
mind a beautiful gift to us all. 

aquarius
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Portrayed through the dreamy beauty of the female form. Compassionate 
and caring, emotion flowing through her like the pure water she bathes in. 
Her imagination and creativity intuitive to human nature.

pisces
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The independent nature of an Aries portrayed through a female body with 
horns of a ram, showing her determination to fight for her goals. Courageous, 
passionate and honest, this active soul thrives to lead the way, and her love 
for adventure is definitely worth following.

aries
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This loyal soul is portrayed by an uncompromising and confident woman. 
She has the spirit of a lover and artist, while her practical perspective keeps 
her grounded. Her arms up like horns of a bull, this strong headed sign is 
happiest surrounded by love and beauty.

taurus
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Portrayed through two female forms in a sisterhood with themselves. This 
symbiosis of a character is an inspiring combination of intellect and energy, 
in constant fascination with the world. Their open mind is versatile and fun 
loving, a gentle melding of two beings into one.

gemini
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Guided by her heart and internal mysteries, the soul of a cancer is 
sentimental and intuitive. Depicted here through the female form, she is 
tenacious in protecting her home, while her loyalty and love will always keep 
you close. 

cancer
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Full of personal magnetism, this warm-hearted zodiac sign is portrayed as 
queen of the jungle. She is creative, passionate, and cheerful. A natural born 
leader admired by all. 

leo
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The Virgo, depicted through the fiercely powerful female form. This pensive, 
perfectionist and noble sign of mental acuity may be grounded, but she 
looks over you from the stars.

virgo
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A balance portrayed through the harmony of the female form. A honest, fair, 
and diplomatic spirit enriched by the beauty of life. Carefully balancing the 
weights of their decision, you can always trust the outcome to be of pure 
intent, as is the soul of a libra. 

libra
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A sensual enigma portrayed through the female form. Resourceful as a 
scorpion in the desert. They’re perceptive, cheeky spirits filled with passion 
and an unparalleled depth.

scorpio
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This warrior sign is depicted through a wandering goddess. Her strong and 
positive energy always pointing onwards eager to explore life’s endless 
possibilities. 

sagittarius
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zodiac star
customize your zodiac - add a diamond to be close to the star that guides your sign
available in solid yellow or white gold with a diamond

 zodiac star necklace - 655 $


